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Both the densification of small base stations and the diversity of user activities bring huge challenges for today’s heterogeneous
networks, either heavy burdens on base stations or serious energy waste. In order to ensure coverage of the network while reducing
the total energy consumption, we adopt a green mobile cyberphysical system (MCPS) to handle this problem. In this paper, we
propose a feature extraction method using sliding window to extract the distribution feature of mobile user equipment (UE), and a
case study is presented to demonstrate that the method is efficacious in reserving the clustering distribution feature. Furthermore,
we present traffic clustering analysis to categorize collected traffic distribution samples into a limited set of traffic patterns, where
the patterns and corresponding optimized control strategies are used to similar traffic distributions for the rapid control of base
station state. Experimental results show that the sliding window is more superior in enabling higher UE coverage over the grid
method. Besides, the optimized control strategy obtained from the traffic pattern is capable of achieving a high coverage that can
well serve over 98% of all mobile UE for similar traffic distributions.
1. Introduction
The rising demands for network resources and quality of
service are forcing operators of wireless cellular networks to
continuously add capacities to their networks. One of the
means to do so is densification: deploying heterogeneous
networks with a multitude of smaller base stations, such
as picobase stations and femtobase stations [1–4]. Such a
heterogeneous network will be significantly more complex
than today’s system andhencewill requiremore effective state
control strategies to achieve energy efficient coverage. The
control strategy decides the active or sleep state of each base
station in the network. If all base stationswere activewhen the
traffic demand is low, the unnecessary energy consumption
can be significant [5, 6]. On the other hand, excessively
frequent switching on/off the base stations is not practical,
considering the control precision, protocol limitation, and
lifespan of the stations. Therefore, the control strategy of a
heterogeneous network must be optimized to reduce energy
consumption, while maintaining its QoS including coverage,
response time, and spectral efficiency.
To determine an optimized state control strategy for a
network, it is necessary to capture its traffic distribution,
that is, the geographical distribution of mobile UE in the
network [7]. Uniform Poisson modeling method was pre-
sented based on IMT-advanced evaluation guidelines in [8].
Although very popular, this method is less effective when
representing the heterogeneous user activities and geograph-
ical characteristics of the network using only Poisson point
processes. References [9, 10] modeled traffic distribution
using a two-dimensional sub-Poisson point process in order
to capture the heterogeneity; that is, a perfect lattice and a
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Figure 1: A green mobile cyberphysical system framework.
random perturbation were applied to generate sub-Poisson
UE distribution. A thorough review of point processes was
presented in [11], in which clustering properties of point
processes in space are compared. In [12], Mirahsan et al.
introduced a heterogeneous traffic modeling method that
allows statistical adjustment. This method is continuously
scalable from uniform to heterogeneous point process.
Optimization algorithms were developed to determine
control strategies while satisfying a set of conflicting require-
ments such as coverage and energy efficiency. In [13], a
nonlinear integer programming method was used to deter-
mine optimized control strategy. In [14], Lorincz et al. used
an efficient linear integer programming method. In [15],
Jung et al. presented a two-step optimization algorithm that
identified theminimal set of base stations needed tomaintain
coverage and analyzed the bandwidth and power allocation of
each base station tominimize energy consumption.Minimax
algorithm was adopted in the development of a distributed
base stations switch-off method in [16], while the optimiza-
tion problem was solved using time-consuming exhaustive
search method. In [17], Al-Kanj et al. proposed a green
radio network planning approach which jointly optimized
the number of active base stations and the base station
on/off switching strategies. It is worth noting that most
of the optimization approaches considered only the traffic
distribution at a certain time. Monitoring the dynamic traffic
distributions and controlling base stations in a real-time
manner are not yet achieved. Mobile cyberphysical systems
(MCPSs) were presented for this purpose.
A MCPS is a combination of computation and commu-
nication systems. It is capable of sensing, processing, and
responding to the dynamic changes of traffic distribution
of a network [18–21]. MCPS inherits many essential and
important characteristics of traditional cyberphysical system
(CPS) [22], such as intelligent network, interaction between
human and MCPS, and computation with physical process
[23]. It is also capable of integrating wireless sensor network
(WSN) and cloud environment. For the tasks requiring
more resources than what is available locally, MCPS gives
customers rapid access to other WSN and clouds [24]. In a
MCPS, mobile UE, such as smart phones and tablets, acts
like cyber terminals with storages and processing capabili-
ties. Sensors in the system like GPS and Bluetooth collect
physical data such as the geographical positions of UE in the
system and their receiving power from the surrounding base
stations [25, 26].The data is transmitted to the computational
backbone of MCPS, the clouds. The clouds analyze the data
to determine optimal control strategies for base stations,
resource allocation, and network scheduling.
In [27], we presented a green MCPS. To maximize the
energy efficiency of the network, a heuristic method was
developed to determine the control strategy according to the
dynamic traffic distributions. The two major components of
the green MCPS are introduced in this paper: (1)Modeling:
we use a sliding window approach to extracting the over-
lapped features from traffic distributions; (2) Optimization:
a traffic clustering algorithm is presented to classify all the
samples of traffic distributions into a set of traffic patterns.
The patterns and corresponding optimized control strategies
will be used to handle new traffic distributions collected in
real time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
framework of the green MCPS is explained in Section 2.
The feature extraction and traffic clustering algorithms are
introduced in detail in Section 3. A set of experiments are
presented to validate the algorithms in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.
2. Green MCPS Framework
The framework of the green MCPS is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of two processes, online and off-line.
The off-line process is a learning process. Its input is a
set of traffic distributions sampled at different times when
the network is deployed. The outputs of this process are a set
of traffic patterns and the corresponding optimized control
strategies of the base stations. When the off-line process
starts, a set of traffic distribution samples have been collected
at various times and saved in the database of the system. Each
sample contains the geographical locations of all mobile UE
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Figure 2: Feature extraction example.
in the 2-dimensional target region at certain time. It must
be noted that we must collect enough samples in order to
capture the characteristics of the network’s traffic distribution
during its daily operation.These samples are then transferred
to the feature extractionmodule, in which if the target region
is partitioned into equal-sized areas, a feature vector with a
dimension equal to the number of areas is used to represent
the UE densities in each area. The detailed feature extraction
algorithm will be explained in the next section. After that,
the feature vectors are transferred to a clustering module in
order to group all traffic distribution samples into a certain
number of traffic patterns using the clustering algorithm,
as introduced in the following section. Each pattern is a
traffic distribution that represents a group of samples with
similar characteristics of geographical distribution. Each
pattern has an optimal control strategy for the target region.
The optimized strategy is decided using a heuristic method
as introduced in previous papers [27]. The traffic patterns
and the corresponding control strategies are stored to the
database.
Theonline process starts when a new traffic distribution is
identified. In this case, the system starts the feature extraction
module to extract and represent its distribution feature into a
feature vector. Then the vector is imported into a classifier,
which acts as a decision-making tool that is capable of
matching the sample with the traffic patterns according to
the Euclidean distance between feature vectors [28]. If the
Euclidean distance of the new feature vector is with a defined
range from that of a pattern, the sample is matched to the
pattern and the corresponding control strategy is used to
control the base stations of the new sample. Therefore, the
control strategies of the new distribution can be rapidly
obtained. If there is no match, the new sample will be stored
into the database waiting for the next matching.
3. Feature Extraction and Traffic
Clustering Algorithms
3.1. Feature Extraction Using Sliding Window. If we partition
a 2-dimensional target region into equal-sized grids, that
is, unit grid, and count the amount of mobile UE within
each grid, we can represent the characteristics of the traffic
distribution into a feature vector. However, elements of the
feature vector are always independent of each other. Since
the detail of the feature vector is limited by the grid size, the
unit grid method is not effective in capturing the clustering
characteristics of the traffic distribution.
The high density distribution of mobile UE forms clus-
ter, a common and critical distribution form to affect the
coverage and QoS of heterogeneous networks [7]. In order
to effectively capture the clustering characteristics and detect
changes in traffic distribution, we propose a new method to
represent traffic distribution. We use a sliding window with
a sliding step smaller than the length of the window instead
of using even grids. Using a traffic distribution as shown in
Figure 2 as an example, the feature matrix captured using
4 × 4 red grids is a. A square sliding window is defined
as being as large as 2 × 2 grids, shown as the blue cell in
Figure 2, and a sliding step size is the same as the grid size.
The sliding window slides from left to right until it reaches
the right end of the region. Then the window slides down
one step and scans from left to right. The process stops when
the whole target region is scanned, and the resulting matrix
is b. It can be seen that a cluster is formed in the target
region. This clustering feature is represented by element 7
of matrix a, while four elements (7, 7, 8, and 9) of matrix
b reserve the paradigm of this cluster similarly. If there are
clusters of UE distributions, the sliding window method
creates the feature matrix with more elements to depict the
clustering distribution, which has the advantage of reserving
the integrity of clustering distribution in case of the loss of
a cluster in the process of feature extraction. In the sliding
window method, both the window size and sliding step size
are important design parameters.
Given a sample of traffic distribution in a region with area
𝐿2, it contains 𝑁𝑢 mobile UE and the coordinate of mobile
UE 𝑘 is (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘), 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁𝑢. In order to extract the clustering
characteristics, we partition the target region into 𝑁𝑔 × 𝑁𝑔
equal-sized grids, and the size of grid is 𝑒 = 𝐿/𝑁𝑔. The size of
the sliding window 𝑒𝑤 and sliding step size 𝑠𝑤 are given as the
integer multiple of 𝑒 for the convenience of data processing,
denoted as 𝑒𝑤 = 𝑝𝑒 (𝑝 ∈ z+, z+ is a set of positive integers)
and 𝑠𝑤 = 𝑞𝑒 (𝑒𝑤 = 𝑝𝑒, 𝑝 ∈ z+). Besides, the sliding step size
should be smaller than the window size; both of them should
4 Mobile Information Systems
Input: the number of mobile UEs𝑁, the coordinates of mobile UEs and the area 𝐿2 of the region.
Output: Traffic distribution feature matrix a, feature matrix b
(1) Determine the value of𝑁𝑔, 𝑝, 𝑞 and𝑀.
(2) for 𝑘 = 1 : 𝑁𝑢 do
(3) calculate the row 𝑖 and the columns 𝑗 of mobile UE 𝑘 in𝑁𝑔 × 𝑁𝑔 grids by 𝑖 = ⌈𝑥𝑘/𝑒 + 𝛿⌉
and 𝑗 = ⌈𝑦𝑘/𝑒 + 𝛿⌉.
(4) count the number of mobile UEs 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 in the grid (𝑖, 𝑗), and 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 + 1.
(5) end for
(6) for 𝑖 = 1 : 𝑀 do
(7) for 𝑗 = 1 : 𝑀 do
(8) count the number of mobile UEs 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 in the window (𝑖, 𝑗), and 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 = ∑𝑝−1𝑘=0 ∑𝑝−1𝑙=0 𝑎𝑖+𝑘,𝑗+𝑙.
(9) end for
(10) end for
Algorithm 1: The feature extraction using sliding window.
be smaller than the target region. That is, 0 < 𝑞 < 𝑝 < 𝑁𝑔.
If a window needs to slide𝑀 times to cover the length of the
region 𝐿, we have
𝐿 = 𝑁𝑔𝑒 = 𝑀𝑞𝑒 + 𝑝𝑒, (0 < 𝑞 < 𝑝 < 𝑁𝑔) . (1)
In general, 𝑞 is a small integer. Given 𝑞,𝑀 and 𝑝 are
𝑀 = [𝑁𝑔𝑞 ] − 𝑛0
𝑝 = 𝑁𝑔 −𝑀𝑞,
(2)
where a small integer 𝑛0 ∈ z+ is added to ensure that 𝑞 <𝑝, and it is usually assigned manually. In fact, the optimal
value of 𝑝 and 𝑞 can only be determined after numerical
experiments. With the above variables, the feature extraction
method is presented as shown in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, 𝛿 is defined to keep both 𝑖 and 𝑗 from
becoming 0, and its value is infinitesimal. Matrix a ∈ R𝑁𝑔×𝑁𝑔
is the traffic distribution feature matrix obtained using𝑁𝑔 ×𝑁𝑔 grids. Matrix b is obtained using the sliding window
method.
Subsequently, we convert matrix b to feature vector s
with 𝑀2 elements by array rearrangement; this function is
implemented using the 𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 function of MATLAB. In
the off-line process, after conducting feature extraction for
𝑁 traffic distribution samples, we obtained feature vector set
s = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑁}, which will be transferred to the following
clustering module. In order to process data conveniently, we
normalize these vectors.
3.2. Traffic Clustering. Traffic clustering module categorizes
all traffic distributions samples into a limited set of traffic pat-
terns. Clustering is an unsupervised classification approach,
which is capable of analyzing the internal characteristic and
mutual relationship of objects without label [29, 30]. The 𝐾-
means clustering is a well-known algorithm for classifica-
tion based on the distance measurement and the squared
error [31, 32]. Nevertheless, it has significant shortcomings,
including predetermined number of clusters, unguaranteed
global optimum, and being sensitive to noises. 𝐾-medoids
algorithm [33] uses the medians of a cluster as its centroid
to reduce the influence of noises. Kernel 𝐾-means algorithm
is presented in [34], which transforms original features set of
objects into a higher-dimensional space tomake objectsmore
separable. Spectral clusteringmethod performs dimensional-
ity reduction using Laplacian eigenmap [35]. Other advanced
clustering algorithms include iterative self-organizing data
analysis technique (ISODATA), Gaussian mixture (GM), and
density based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN). Considering the computation complexity and
multidimensional features of the traffic distributions, we
decide to combine the 𝐾-means and the spectral clustering
algorithm presented in [36] to analyze the internal similarity
of traffic distribution vectors.The process of traffic clustering
primarily comprises two parts, the determination of optimal
number of traffic patterns and the classification of all traffic
distribution vectors, as presented in Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 2, the optimal number of traffic patterns
𝐾 (1 < 𝐾 < 𝑁) is decided using the average silhouette
method.The silhouette valuemeasures howwell a sample lies
within its cluster comparing to other clusters [37]. In order
to obtain the silhouette value of each sample, we classify all
samples into 𝑘 clusters at first, where 𝑘 is a variable quantity.
For each sample 𝑖, let 𝑎(𝑖) be the average dissimilarity of 𝑖
to all other samples within the same cluster, and the average
dissimilarity of sample 𝑖 can be defined as the average of the
distance from 𝑖 to all other samples within the same cluster.
𝑏(𝑖) denotes the lowest average dissimilarity of 𝑖 to any other
sample in other clusters. Then, the silhouette value can be
obtained by combining 𝑎(𝑖) and 𝑏(𝑖).
𝑠 (𝑖) = 𝑏 (𝑖) − 𝑎 (𝑖)
max {𝑎 (𝑖) , 𝑏 (𝑖)} . (3)
From the above definition, it can be seen that −1 < 𝑠(𝑖) < 1
for each sample 𝑖.
𝑠(𝑖) is close to 1 for 𝑎(𝑖) ≪ 𝑏(𝑖), which indicates
that sample 𝑖 is well clustered because 𝑎(𝑖) represents how
dissimilar 𝑖 is to its own cluster. When 𝑠(𝑖) is around zero for
𝑎(𝑖) = 𝑏(𝑖), sample 𝑖 is on the border of two clusters.Theworst
situation takes place when 𝑠(𝑖) is close to −1 when 𝑎(𝑖) ≫ 𝑏(𝑖),
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Input: Feature vectors of all traffic distribution samples s = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑁}.
Output: Traffic patterns 𝑇1, 𝑇2, . . . , 𝑇𝐾.
(1) Normalize Feature vectors to s󸀠 = {𝑠󸀠1, 𝑠󸀠2, . . . , 𝑠󸀠𝑁}.
(2) Determine the number of traffic patterns 𝐾 by the average silhouette method.
(3) Construct an affinity matrix A with Gaussian kernel function, in which
𝐴 𝑖𝑗 = exp(−𝑑2(𝑠󸀠𝑖 , 𝑠󸀠𝑗))/2𝛿2 holds for 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗 and 𝐴 𝑖𝑖 = 0.
(4) Define the diagonal degree matrix D (𝐷𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑗 𝐴 𝑖𝑗). Normalize the affinity A to L, and L = A−1/2DA−1/2.
(5) Compute the first 𝐾 eigenvectors of L. Construct a matrix X = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝐾} ∈ R𝑁×𝐾.
(6) Construct a matrix Y from X by normalizing the rows of X to norm 1, and 𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝑋𝑖𝑗/(∑𝑗𝑋2𝑖𝑗)1/2.
(7) Treating each row of Y as a point, cluster them into 𝐾 traffic patterns by𝐾-means.
(8) Assign the original feature vector 𝑠𝑖 of traffic distribution sample to traffic pattern 𝑗 according
to the assigned label 𝑗 of the row 𝑖 of the matrix Y.
(9) Compute the features of traffic patterns, and 𝑢𝑗 = 1/|𝑇𝑗| ∑𝑠𝑖∈𝑇𝑗 𝑠𝑖 (𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐾).
Algorithm 2: The traffic clustering algorithm.
meaning that the sample is misclassified. Furthermore, the
average silhouette 𝑠ave is the average of silhouette 𝑠(𝑖) of all
samples for a traffic pattern; it shows how tightly all samples
are grouped in the cluster and, hence, evaluates clustering
validity. If there are toomany or too less clusters, somenarrow
silhouette may occur; thus it is used to determine the optimal
number of clusters. It is believed that an optimal number of
traffic patterns𝐾 is the one at which the average silhouette is
maximized over a range of values for 𝑘 [38].
In order to obtain the optimal𝐾 traffic patterns, the spec-
tral clustering method [36] is applied. First, an affinity matrix
A is formed, where 𝑑(𝑠󸀠𝑖 , 𝑠󸀠𝑗) is the Euclidean distance between
𝑠󸀠𝑖 and 𝑠󸀠𝑗, and 𝛿2 is the scaling parameter that determines the
speed of the affinity matrix falling off. Then, the selection
of 𝐾 eigenvectors of L leads to the feature dimensionality
reduction. Finally,𝐾-means algorithm is adopted to assort all
traffic distribution samples into various traffic patterns.
After traffic clustering, the optimal control strategy for
each pattern is decided using the method presented in
our previous work [27]. Briefly, considering the constraint
conditions of the UE association, the received signal to
interference and noise ratio (SINR) of UE, and capacity
of base station, the optimal control strategy maximizes the
energy efficiency of a traffic pattern. Assume that 𝑁𝑢 UE is
scattered in the region under traffic pattern 𝑡 and 𝑁𝑏 base
stations are deployed as well. The UE associate is denoted as
𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘, in which 𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘 represents that UE 𝑘 is (𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘 = 1) or is not
(𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘 = 0) associated with base station 𝑖 under traffic pattern𝑡. The SINR of UE 𝑘 from base station 𝑖 is denoted as 𝛾𝑡𝑖,𝑘.𝑀max𝑖 represents the maximum amount of servable UE for
base stations 𝑖. For each traffic pattern, the control strategy
is represented using vector a𝑡 = [𝑎𝑡𝑖 ]1×𝑁𝑏 , where 𝑎𝑡𝑖 denotes
that the state of base station 𝑖 is active (𝑎𝑡𝑖 = 1) or sleep





𝑖=1 𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∑𝑁𝑢𝑘=1 𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘𝑅𝑡𝑖,𝑘
∑𝑁𝑏𝑖=1 [𝑎𝑡𝑖 (𝑘𝑖𝑃max𝑖 ∑𝑁𝑢𝑘=1 𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘/𝑀max𝑖 + 𝑃𝐴𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑎𝑡𝑖 ) 𝑃𝑆𝑖 ]
, (4)
where 𝑅𝑡𝑖,𝑘 is the transmission rate calculated using 𝑅𝑡𝑖,𝑘 =
log2(1 + 𝛾𝑡𝑖,𝑘). 𝑘𝑖 denotes the power amplifier inefficiency
factor. 𝑃max𝑖 represents the total transmit power. 𝑃𝐴𝑖 is the
circuit power consumption of active base station 𝑖 and 𝑃𝑆𝑖 is
the circuit power consumption when it is in sleep mode. A
heuristic algorithm is adopted to solve the problem, and the
states of all base stations, the number of active base stations,
and the association of UE with base stations can be obtained
eventually [27].
4. Simulation Results and Discussions
The presented method is demonstrated using a 1600m ×
1600m target region. In order to verify the efficacy of the
presented method in different traffic distributions, we create
1000 different traffic distributions including three distribu-
tion models:
(i) A 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 function in MATLAB is used to generate a
complete random distribution (Poisson).
(ii) A perfect lattice and a random perturbation [10]
are used to generate a uniform distribution (sub-
Possion).
(iii) Thomas process [11] is used to generate a clustered
distribution (sub-Possion).
Each of these traffic distribution samples consists of a
random amount of UE between 250 and 650. In order to
differentiate the samples, the difference of the UE numbers
between any two samples is at least 50. 113 base stations are
in cochannel deployment in a two-tier heterogeneous cellular
network, including onemacro base station and 112 small base
stations. In addition, other major network parameters, such
as the bandwidth and transmission power of base stations, bit
error rate, and outage probability, are set referring to [27].
According to the optimal control strategy, the amount of
mobile UE served by the active base stations in each sample
is counted. Hence, we select the rate of UE coverage as the
6 Mobile Information Systems
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Figure 3: Average silhouettes value for different number of traffic
patterns.
performance metric of green MCPS.
𝜂 = 𝑛𝑠𝑁𝑢 , (5)
where 𝑛𝑠 is the amount ofmobile UE served by the active base
stations and 𝑁𝑢 is the total mobile UE in the target region.
According to [27], theUE coverage for a traffic pattern should
bemore than 98% in order to satisfy the required QoS. In this
paper, we believe 98%or higher coverage is a “good coverage.”
We start by estimating an optimal number of traffic
patterns. The sliding window size 𝑒𝑤 is predefined as 2𝑒
(𝑒 is the size of a grid) and the sliding step size is 𝑒. The
average silhouettes 𝑠ave of 1000 traffic distribution samples
for different number of traffic patterns and different partition
grids are illustrated in Figure 3.
It is observed that the average silhouettes value achieves
their peak over a range of possible value for 𝑘 from 1 to
30. Thus, the optimal number of traffic patterns can be
determined as the corresponding value of 𝑘 at the peak.
That is, the optimal number of traffic patterns is 4 when
the partitioned grids are 4 × 4, 5 when the grids are 8 × 8,
and 6 when the grids are 16 × 16 and 32 × 32. It is noted
that the number of traffic patterns at the optimal average
silhouettes has slightly been raised but not sharply changed
with the increasing of the number of traffic patterns. Hence,
an appropriate number of traffic patterns clustered can be
determined to be 6. The performance analysis is carried out
for different number of traffic patterns next.
4.1. Feature Extraction Using Sliding Window with Different
Sliding Step Sizes. In this experiment, we count the rate
of traffic distribution samples with UE coverage over 98%
based on the feature vectors extracted by sliding window
with different step sizes and a unit grid. The number of grids
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 41

































A sliding window with step size 1/4ew
A sliding window with step size 2/4ew
A sliding window with step size 3/4ew
A unit grid
Figure 4: Feature extraction using sliding window with different
step sizes and a unit grid.
partitioned is set to be 16 × 16, and the size of the sliding
window 𝑒𝑤 is four times the size of a grid (𝑒𝑤 = 4𝑒). Thus, the
value of 𝑞 can be 1, 2, or 3.
We can observe from Figure 4 that the smaller the sliding
step size is, the more the traffic distribution samples achieve
coverage over 98%. The percentage of samples with good
coverage (at least 98% UE coverage) at step size 1/4𝑒𝑤 is
always higher than others. That is, sliding window with
smaller sliding step size, we can not only extractmore features
but also reserve the clustering feature more faithfully. This
leads to a good coverage. In addition, it shows that, by using
the proposed sliding window method, we can always acquire
better coverage than that of using the unit grid, shown with
the dotted line on the figure.
4.2. UE Coverage under Different Sliding Window Sizes and
Traffic Patterns. In order to discuss the effects of sliding
window size and the number of traffic patterns on the
coverage, we use 32 × 32 grids to partition the region, and
grid edge is 𝑒. The sliding step size 𝑠𝑤 is always half of the
window size 𝑒𝑤. Three different intervals of UE coverage
rate are counted in Figure 5, namely, [0, 0.9], [0.9, 0.98], and
[0.98, 1], respectively.
It can be seen that the smaller the size of the sliding
window is, the higher the percentage of samples achieves
good coverage. This is because that more heterogeneous
distribution features are preserved by using a smaller sliding
window, which contributes to better coverage. However,
smaller window size means larger feature vector for a sample,
and this unavoidably reduces the operational speed. It is
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Figure 5: Coverage for different number of patterns.
necessary to compromise between the coverage and opera-
tional speed when we decide the window size in practice.
We can choose different window size according to different
requirements for the rates of coverage. At the same time, we
can observe that, by increasing the number of traffic patterns,
the number of samples with good coverage rises slightly but
is not significant. Therefore, we conclude that the number of
traffic patterns is less important than other factors such as
sliding step size and window size. In practice, we can decide
the pattern number by the average silhouette method.
4.3. Number of Active Base Stations for Different Traffic
Clusters. After adopting the optimal control strategy of the
traffic pattern to its samples, we can observe the number of
active base stations in the traffic distribution samples. Here,
in the process of feature extraction, 32×32 grids are used, the
size of the slidingwindow 𝑒𝑤 is 2𝑒, and the sliding step size is 𝑒.
As shown in Figure 6, the difference between themaximal
and minimal number of active base stations for all traffic
distribution samples within the same traffic pattern is shown.
That is, most of the number of active base stations for a traffic
pattern is slightly more than that of the maximal number of
active base stations for samples in this pattern. This means
that applying the control strategy of a traffic pattern to the
samples belonging to this pattern will ensure good coverage,
and this can achieve significant energy saving as well.
4.4. SINRDistribution under a Traffic Pattern. Finally, a SINR
distribution example under a traffic pattern is depicted in
Figure 7, in order to observe the coverage of active base
stations.
In this traffic pattern, UE is represented as dots, and base
stations are uniformly distributed within the target region.
As shown in Figure 7, the triangles represent small base
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Figure 7: SINR distributions.
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stations, and the squares represent macro base station. The
state of base stations is represented by colors, where yellow
means sleep and green means active. The values of SINR are
in the range of −10 dB to 50 dB, which are represented by
different gradient colors. Figure 7(a) shows the initial SINR
distribution of UE when all base stations are active. We can
observe that the coverage of active base stations is limited due
to the ubiquitous interference between base stations. After
adopting the optimal control strategy, only ten base stations
are activated, and the coverage with higher SINR of UE
around the active base stations increases in Figure 7(b). This
indicates that the coverage of active base station is enlarged
under the condition of over 98% UE coverage.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a feature extraction method using
sliding window for traffic distributions in a green mobile
cyberphysical system. The method has the advantages of
reservingmore clustering distribution features over using the
grid method. In order to implement rapid base station state
control and extend the lifespan of a heterogeneous network,
we apply clustering analysis for all traffic distributions to
obtain a limited set of traffic patterns. Numerical results
demonstrate that the proposed method helps obtain better
UE coverage comparing with using the grid method. It is
worth noting that both smaller sliding step size and smaller
sliding window size can lead to good UE coverage but slow
the operational speed of the network.
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